Potential software weakness, which can lead to exploitable security vulnerabilities, continues to pose a risk to computer systems. According to Common Vulnerability and Exposures, 14,714 vulnerabilities were reported in 2017, more than twice the number reported in 2016. Automated vulnerability detection was recommended to efficiently detect vulnerabilities. Among detection techniques, static binary analysis detects software weakness based on existing patterns. In addition, it is based on existing patterns or rules, making it difficult to add and patch new rules whenever an unknown vulnerability is encountered. To overcome this limitation, we propose a new method-Instruction2vec-an improved static binary analysis technique using machine. Our framework consists of two steps: (1) it models assembly code efficiently using Instruction2vec, based on Word2vec; and (2) it learns the features of software weakness code using the feature extraction of Text-CNN without creating patterns or rules and detects new software weakness. We compared the preprocessing performance of three frameworks-Instruction2vec, Word2vec, and Binary2img-to assess the efficiency of Instruction2vec. We used the Juliet Test Suite, particularly the part related to Common Weakness Enumeration(CWE)-121, for training and Securely Taking On New Executable Software of Uncertain Provenance (STONESOUP) for testing. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme can detect software vulnerabilities with an accuracy of 91% of the assembly code.
Introduction
Potential software weakness that can lead to exploitable security vulnerabilities continues to pose a risk to computer systems. According to Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVE) [1] , 14 ,714 vulnerabilities were reported in 2017; this was more than twice the number reported in 2016. Various techniques have been proposed to detect vulnerabilities. Among them, static binary analysis detects vulnerabilities without executing binary code. Most static binary analysis processes generate a model by abstracting code and then match the generated model to an existing pattern or rule [2] [3] [4] .
However, it is difficult to add new rules and patch them every time an unknown vulnerability arises. This limitation reduces the performance of static binary analysis and increases false positives.
In this paper, we propose an improved static binary analysis technique that automatically learns software weakness using machine learning to overcome the above-mentioned limitation. Our ultimate goal was to create a framework for auditing assembly code like humans. Our framework models code using Instruction2vec (https://github.com/firmcode/instruction2vec) and then learns and detects software weaknesses using Text-CNN [5] . Our study is the improvement over our earlier work [6] , submitted to ICONI 2017, 17-20 December 2017, Vientiane, Laos. This paper inherits the contribution of the previous paper and proposes a more scalable framework. We also tested our framework with more datasets. Finally, we demonstrate that it can detect software weakness in real world code using STONESOUP. The differences between our framework and existing static binary analysis are described below.
Firstly, we suggest a new framework that models assembly code more efficiently. This is called Instruction2vec, inspired by Word2vec [7] . The modeling method of typical static binary analysis tends to over-approximate, which makes it difficult for vulnerabilities to be detected [2] . We studied code modeling method for machine to understand code like humans, taking a cue from Word2vec [5] of nature language processing (NLP). Word2vec vectorizes each word based on distributional semantics to make the machine understand the meaning of the word. As Word2vec cannot consider the syntax of the assembly language, we propose Instruction2vec, which can consider it. We proposed to effectively model the assembly code, and then compared it with Word2vec and Binary2img used in malware classification [8] to assess its performance.
Second, our framework can overcome the pattern-based limit of static binary analysis. Typical static binary analysis detects software weakness by modeling code and matching it with rules or patterns [2] [3] [4] . However, a pattern-based detection algorithm requires human resources and money because it uses the patterns or rules created by experts. In addition, it is difficult to resolve new software weakness using such an algorithm. Our approach performs static binary analysis using deep learning, which does not require patterns, rules, or designs from experts. Our framework can rapidly and easily respond to a new vulnerability by learning software weakness in a preformed deep learning model. This is because Text-CNN-which is our deep learning model-automatically learns the weakness code and extracts its features. The features of weakness code are depicted in a classification model, and Text-CNN can detect weakness in new code based on this model. We compared Instruction2vec with three preprocessing frameworks-Instruction2vec, Word2vec, and Binary2img-to assess the efficiency of Instruction2vec. Our evaluation was focused on CWE-121, and, after training the Juliet Test Suite [9] , we tested it with STONESOUP [10] (Securely Taking On New Executable Software of Uncertain Provenance). We compiled each source code to binary code and converted it into a dataset through preprocessing. The dataset was divided into training set and testing set. We tested Instruction2vec, Word2vec, Binary2img with the same dataset. We found that our framework could detect software weakness of assembly code and it recorded accuracy of 91.11%.
Background
Our framework is a combination of machine learning and static binary analysis, which can produce a great synergy when trained with a dataset of software weakness. We propose this framework to overcome the limitations of existing pattern-based analysis. The pattern-based approach of static binary analysis cannot handle increasing vulnerabilities rapidly. Our framework can improve performance by learning from an increasing number of datasets, whereas existing static binary analysis provides the same performance regardless of dataset size.
Limitations of Static Binary Analysis
Static binary analysis is a technique for analyzing binary code without the execution or knowledge of source code. The first step in most static binary analysis methods is the modeling of assembly code, which is the conversion of binary code into an intermediate language or abstracting code. The purpose of modeling is to produced graphs for various features such as control-flow, data-flow, and control-dependence graphs. The graphs drawn obtained from modeling, are compared with the observed pattern of vulnerabilities. If a graph matches the pattern, it is detected as a vulnerability.
Our framework is different from typical static binary analysis in two aspects. First, machine learning is applied to our framework instead of algorithmic modeling. The modeling method of typical static binary analysis tends to over-approximate, i.e., existing code information can be distorted in the process of drawing graphs. In contrast, Instruction2vec is optimized to extract the features of software weakness. Second, our framework does not use predefined patterns. Generally, patterns are created by experts, and this requires considerable time, effort, and cost. Our framework is low-cost and efficient because it automatically learns datasets using Text-CNN and creates a classification model.
Advantages of Machine Learning
Machine learning has been used in various fields, particularly in computer science, statistics, and data mining, because it provides significant advantages. According to Mitchell [11] "the more we learn, the better we can expect the program to perform". Hence, our framework can provide better performance as it learns more software weakness datasets. This feature makes our framework different from existing pattern-based algorithms. Our approach is to maximize this advantage by applying it to static binary analysis. In this section we describe the machine learning employed in this study. Our framework consists of Instruction2vec for code modeling and Text-CNN for learning. First, we explain Word2vec, followed by Text-CNN.
Word2vec
Various methods that enable machines to understand words have been used in Natural Language Processing (NLP). One of these is Word2vec [7] , which is an algorithm that transforms words into vectors. The reason for converting text to a vector is to make a machine understand its meaning more accurately. Hence, words with similar meanings end up laying close to each other . For example, if we know the vectors of king, man, and woman, then we can infer the vector of queen as follows:
Word2vec is a two-layer neural net that processes text. Its input is a text corpus, and its output is a set of vectors. Word2vec contains two distinct models, i.e., a continuous bag of words and a skip-gram. The model learns to map each discrete word ID, which ranges from 0 to the number of words in the vocabulary, into a low-dimensional continuous vector space from their distributional properties observed in a text corpus. We propose Instruction2vec based on the characteristics of Word2vec.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Text-CNN
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [12] are a type of deep learning algorithm with extremely high accuracy in image classification problems. Generally, a CNN consists of an input layer, an output layer, and multiple hidden layers with convolutional, pooling, or fully connected layers. Convolutional layers apply a convolution operation to the input using learnable filters. The operation slides each filter across the width and height of the input volume and computes the dot products between the entries of the filter and the input at any position. Unlike fully connected feedforward neural networks, which generate a high number of neurons for shallow architecture, a CNN reduces the number of free parameters, enabling the network to become deeper with fewer parameters. Pooling layers operate the outputs of neuron clusters at one layer into a single neuron in the next layer using the max or average operation. The function of pooling layers is to progressively reduce the spatial size of the representation to reduce the number of parameters and computation in the network and hence control overfitting. Fully connected layers connect every neuron in one layer to every neuron in another layer, as seen in a multilayer perceptron neural network. All activations in the previous layer can be computed with matrix multiplication followed by bias offset.
In recent years, CNNs have been used in NLP beyond the field of image recognition. Text-CNN trains a CNN with one layer of convolution on top of word vectors obtained from an unsupervised neural language model. Word vectors are essentially feature extractors that encode the semantic features of words in their dimensions. In the present work, we use the Text-CNN that contains fine-tuning hyperactive parameters for our task. Despite the minor tuning of hyperactive parameters, this model achieves superlative performance in software weakness detection.
Software Weakness Dataset
Software weakness is learned using machine learning. Therefore, we require a large amount of software weakness datasets. Software weakness datasets have been created in various forms (CVE, CWE [13] , and SARD [14] ) in the past, and new datasets are being generated. We use the Juliet Test Suite in this study, which is an authorized dataset that is publicly accessible.
Juliet Test Suite is a collection of vulnerable datasets created by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). These datasets are categorized by CWE, and the archives are referred to as the Juliet Test Suite. It contains examples organized under 118 different CWEs. It provides several types of vulnerable code (C/C+, Java). The code is categorized into good and bad cases to make it suitable for supervised learning. Furthermore, as most cases are concise, they can be regarded as data without noise. In this work, we compile the Juliet Test Suite source code and process it into a dataset suitable for the CNN.
STONESOUP was created by the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA), specifically for testing static analysis tools. STONESOUP is a collection of C and Java testcases based on 16 widely-used open-source software packages in which vulnerabilities have been seeded. We use STONESOUP for testing and not for learning because it is more complex than the Juliet Test Suite, and hence it is difficult to detect vulnerabilities using STONESOUP. We validated our framework using the testcase in "STONESOUP Phase 1-Memory Corruption for C".
Related Work

Vulnerability Detection Using Machine Learning
In 2011, Yamaguchi published a study on vulnerability detection using machine learning in "Vulnerability Extrapolation: Assisted Discovery of Vulnerabilities Using Machine Learning" [15] . In the paper, Yamaguchi identified vulnerabilities using a feature based on API usage pattern vectors. However, the approach has the limitations that it is white-box based and only API functions are included in the feature. Grieco introduced a new approach in "Toward large-scale vulnerability discovery using machine learning" [16] in 2016. The method extractsd static and dynamic features from a black box to overcome the limitation of the previous approach. Furthermore, when extracting features, Word2vec and a bag of words are used to vectorize API functions and argument values. Even though this method is improved by extracting dynamic features, it still has significant limitations because only the features based on API functions and argument values are used.
Several papers about deep-learning-based vulnerability detection were published in 2018. Li published a paper about vulnerability detection based on deep learning. In "VulDeePecker: A Deep Learning-Based System for Vulnerability Detection" [17] , VulDeePecker generated code gadgets, transformed them into vectors, and then detects vulnerabilities using Bidirectional LSTM(BLSTM). It was found that deep learning provided higher accuracy compared to pattern-based and code-similarity-based vulnerability detection systems. Russell proposed a detection technique using CNNs in "Automated Vulnerability Detection in Source Code Using Deep Representation Learning" [18] . They embedded source code using their lexer and employed convolutional feature extraction. They utilized the random forest classifier to classify vulnerabilities. However, the above-mentioned methods commonly use general source code, not assembly code, and they are provided in API functions. Thus, there are limitations in expressing the structure of a program in detail.
In this paper, we propose a method to detect software weaknesses by extracting features from assembly code and using deep learning to overcome the above-mentioned limitations. We can expect reasonably higher accuracy because assembly code describes the structure of a program in more detail compared to API functions.
Malware Classification via Binary Data Visualization
Research has been continuously conducted to visualize binary data and to derive meaningful results. In particular, malicious code analysis techniques that require binary analysis are being developed. In 2011, Nataraj proposed a method to visualize and classify malicious code files [8] . He visualized malicious binary code by converting it into a binary 8-bit vector and then changing it to the grayscale format. In this manner, binary sections (text, rodata, data, etc.) could be easily distinguished when visualizing binary code, and it could be efficiently used for image classification. For example, in the case of various malicious codes belonging to the same family, a few sections were modulated, but the overall binary image was characterized by a large similarity to the images belonging to the same family. The binaries of eight malicious codes were visualized and categorized into K-NN. This enabled the family to be classified with an accuracy of 98%.
In 2015, Microsoft hosted a challenge [19] on how to use Kaggle to disclose data from its vaccine server and analyze publicly available malware samples to improve the accuracy of nine family classifications. As a result of the challenge, the visualization of malicious code binaries and family classification were ranked with the highest accuracy. Mansour Ahmadi developed the most accurate classification method in the challenge.
The study classified nine types of malicious codes with 99.8% accuracy by hybridizing the methods of the binary visualization of malicious codes and learning methods such as symbol, metadata, and entropy. In this study, we use the Binary2img technique to classify binary data using the vulnerable code registered in the CWE list.
Proposed Scheme
Our goal was to detect software weakness based on the deep learning of binary code. Hence, we apply various approaches for embedding assembly code effectively based on the CNN. We propose three frameworks and compare their accuracy through tests. The first framework uses Instruction2vec, which is an improved version of Word2vec. The second and third frameworks utilize Word2vec and Binary2img, respectively. All frameworks operate in a similar manner, with the exception of preprocessing. We train each framework using datasets and test them with the trained model. Figure 1 shows the training process begins by preprocessing the labeled ELF (executable and linkable format) files. Each preprocessing methods (Word2vec, Instruction2vec, or Binary2img) generate as a dataset by preprocessing the ELF files that are labeled as software weakness or not (Good or Bad case). Deep learning models extract the features of data during the learning process and create predictive models. Figure 2 shows that the testing process is to classify new ELF files with software weakness. The ELF files in the testing process are unlabeled datasets. The first step in testing is to preprocess the ELF files to create a dataset. This is the same as the first step of the training. The dataset is passed to the predictive models created in the training process. The predictive models classify the dataset based on the features extracted during training. 
Design of Instruction2vec
The purpose of Instruction2vec is to vectorize the instructions of the assembly code. We assert that deep learning should learn assembly code before learning software weaknesses. To appropriately learn the assembly code in the deep learning model, we require effective preprocessing. We preceded the approach using Word2vec in Section 4.3; it does not achieve the good accuracy because Word2vec can't consider about the syntax of the assembly language. Hence, we propose Instruction2vec which can consider about it for improvement accuracy. Figure 3 shows the overall process of Instruction2vec. First, Word2vec generates a lookup table by reading the entire code. In this step, we construct a set of words through an appropriate morpheme analyzer for the assembly code, which extracts library functions, opcodes, registers, and hex values from the instruction and regards them as words. This set of words has a much smaller amount than the set of words used in the NLP. This characteristic means that Word2vec can learn effectively by reducing the vector size used in words. Second, the parser reads the assembly code and constructs the appropriate dimension for the syntax. Assembly code mostly has a fixed syntax, which means it uses one opcode and two operands (with four values). We could create a fixed dimension with a total of nine digits through one opcode and eight (4 × 2) operands. The reason for creating a fixed dimension is that Text-CNN must receive a fixed input size. Third, each opcode and operands in the dimension are referenced in the lookup table and fill into a vector. If the value of the operand is less than 4, it is filled with 0. The vector size is variable depending on the implementation of the lookup table. Since each vector value is contained in nine places, the dimension size of one instruction is "vector size × 9".
Through the above process we were able to obtain a fixed dimension in a single-line instruction. We use the above process to concatenate N dimensions to obtain a fixed dimension of N rows of instructions. Since Instruction2vec uses Text-CNN, N size should also be fixed. In the case of Section 5.1, we set N suitable for learning Juliet test Suite (Details are given in Section 5.1). If the size of the code to be analyzed is longer than N size, we split the code as in Section 5.2 to construct a set of instructions. The sequence of instructions to concatenate is one of the factors that have a great effect on the learning results. Since Instruction2vec uses Text-CNN based on NLP, Instruction2vec tried to place instructions similar to the order in which people read code. The first instruction is the prologue of the function to be analyzed, and it places the instruction from top to bottom in order until the function ends. If the function calls function A, place the code for function A in the middle. When function A ends, it returns to the original function and continues to place. This sequence is similar to the execution sequence, but has the difference that, when branching is encountered, all the branches are analyzed, not just one side. Through the above procedure, Instruction2vec can construct the dimension of "N × vector size × 9" by concatenating N lines of instructions. This dimension is learned using Text-CNN. As a result, Text-CNN receives the syntax of the assembly code without distortion.
Design of Binary2img
Binary2img is a technique of embedding binary code in terms of data visualization. That is, it embeds binary code into images and lets a CNN learn the images. This method is different from Instruction2vec, which embeds assembly code into words. A few studies have applied this approach to malware classification and achieved considerably high accuracy. We apply this approach to static binary analysis.
The scheme of encoding a binary file to an image is shown in Figure 4 . We apply a method to the image data of ELF binary files using red, green, and blue colors, which are referred to as three channels. We read 24 bits (true color) of an ELF binary file to represent the three channels as one pixel. To express the read value in pixels, we change the binary of 1 to 8 bits to integer, calculate the integer as mod 256, and set the value derived from mod 256 to red. Similarly, we read the binary of 9 to 16 bits, change the binary value to integer, calculate the integer as mode 256, and set the value derived from mod 256 to green. We read the binary of 17 to 24 bits and obtain the blue value through the same process. In the process, the size of an image is fixed as 256 × 256 pixels. The image size in the training data does not exceed 64 × 64 pixels. Finally, if the binary does not exist, the value of the RGB parameter is fixed at padding (255).
Binary2img has two differences compared to Instruction2vec. First, Binary2img embeds the assembly code as an image. This can be compressed to a very small size compared to Instruction2vec, but it cannot reflect the syntactic characteristics of the assembly code at all. Second, Binary2img does not consider the execution flow of code. Instruction2vec generates a dimension considering the execution flow, but Binary2img embeds the code into the image regardless of the execution order of the code. Binary2img may embeds two pieces of code with completely different execution sequences into similar images. This means loss of information about the code and adversely affect the learning results. 
Design of Word2vec
Word2vec is one of the methods of vectorizing words. We use Word2vec to efficiently vectorize assembly code. Our approach is to slice assembly code into each instruction and regard it as one word. For example, "push', "ebp", and "esp" are treated as a single word. Word2vec reads all words, vectorizes them, and constructs a lookup table. Finally, it concatenates the words by referring to the lookup table and creates the dimension. This is the most commonly used method in NLP, and it shows excellent performance in sentence classification. However, this method is not appropriate for software weakness classification because it does not consider the syntax of assembly code.
Experiment and Evaluation
An evaluation was performed to assess whether CNN models, which learn software weakness codes, can identify the weakness of new codes. In this study, we conducted two evaluations with three frameworks, as shown in Figure 5 . In both evaluations we used a model that learns Juliet Test Suite codes. In the first and second evaluations, we tested the frameworks with the Juliet Test Suite and STONESOUP codes, respectively. 
Evaluation 1-Juliet Test Suite
In Evaluation 1, the three frameworks learned the datasets generated from the Juliet test suite, and they were tested with the same datasets. The frameworks adopted the same ELF file and environment, and only preprocessing and training were different. The overall evaluation process was as follows: First, a dataset was created from the ELF file using each preprocessor (Instruction2vec, Binary2img, and Word2vec). Second, we used 70% of the dataset for training and 30% for testing. There was no overlap between the training and testing datasets. Third, each framework was trained with the training dataset. Last, the frameworks that completed learning were tested with the testing dataset.
Dataset Generation
The Juliet Test Suite is a certified code sample created by NIST to evaluate static tools. We created datasets by utilizing the following three characteristics of the Juliet Test Suite: First, as the example codes of the Juliet Test Suite were categorized by CWE, they contributed to efficient training. Second, the codes were labeled as "good case" or "bad case". Two kinds of labeled codes were suitable for the binary classification model of the CNN. Finally, the codes were extremely concise.
We selected "CWE-121: Stack-based Buffer Overflow" among several CWEs for our evaluation because stack-based buffer overflow may or may not be a weakness owing to a single instruction line. All good cases and bad cases for each weakness were considerably similar. The good and bad cases with a large difference in length were excluded. We used the same number of datasets for good and bad cases for effective training. Each type of case contained 4599 codes, providing a total of 9198 codes. Codes were compiled with 32-bit GCC, and symbol table deletion and position-independent executables were applied. We generated the dataset through the preprocessor of each framework from the ELF files obtained through compilation. Out of 9198 datasets, 6439 were considered as the training dataset and the remaining 2759 as the testing dataset.
The datasets preprocessed by Binary2img may have contained information other than text sections, such as data sections. In addition, a CNN model with these datasets can classify codes using surrounding information (symbols table, data section, etc.). Therefore, only text sections were visualized in the dataset of Binary2img in ELF files.
Environment
We constructed three CNN models and efficiently trained them using the datasets created through preprocessing. Table 1 shows the models for Instruction2vec, Binary2img, and Word2vec, respectively. The first model was Text-CNN, which was trained using the datasets preprocessed with Instruction2vec. The input of Text-CNN was 117 × 320 dimensions, i.e., it could accept 320 lines of instruction and each instruction was expressed in 117 dimensions. The sizes of filters were 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 , and the number of each filter was 150. The second model was the general CNN, which was trained using the datasets preprocessed with Binary2img. This model consisted of two convolution layers, two max pooling layers, and a fully connected layer. The third model used in Word2vec was similar to Text-CNN in Instruction2vec. The input of Text-CNN was 1,100 × 13 dimensions, and filter sizes were 4, 10, 20, and 60. We constructed three CNN models to efficiently train them using datasets created through preprocessing. The first model was Text-CNN to be trained in datasets preprocessed with Instruction2vec. The input of it was 117 × 320 dimensions: it could accept 320 lines of instruction and each instruction was expressed in 117 dimensions. The sizes of filters were 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16, respectively, and the number of each filter was 150. The second model was General CNN to be trained in datasets preprocessed with Binary2img. This model consisted of two convolution layers, two max pooling layers, and a fully connected layer. The third model used in Word2vec was similar to Text-CNN in Instruction2vec. The input of Text-CNN was 1100 × 13 dimensions, and the filter size was 4, 10, 20, and 60, respectively.
Every model was constructed using TensorFlow version 1.7. The models were trained using CUDA version 8.1 and a TITAN XP GPU. We used a computer with an Intel i5-8600k CPU, 16 GB RAM, and Windows 10 operation system. (Table 2 ). However, the accuracy of other frameworks was also over 96%, which did not indicate a significant difference. Recall was the true positive rate, which means the ratio of the bad case actually found in the entire bad case (Recall = TP/(TP + FN)). The recall of Instruction2vec was 97.07%, indicating that Instruction2vec detected almost all bad cases. Finally, precision refers to the rate that a detected bad case was actually a bad case (Precision=TP/(TP + FP)). Precision is in inverse proportion to false-positive. Both Binary2img and Instruction2vec had precision of over 96% and can be considered as having very low false positives. Through Evaluation 1, we showed that deep learning models can learn and classify software weakness. However, each model exhibited similar accuracy. Thus, we cannot determine which model was better. This could be because the codes of the Juliet Test Suite are too simple and similar. Deep learning models can easily classify these codes. Therefore, tests needed to be performed with more complex codes to determine which framework was better. In Evaluation 2, we conducted experiments on the same models using more complex test codes.
Evaluation 2-STONESOUP
We used the models trained in Evaluation 1. The experimental process was the same as Evaluation 1, and only the step of adjusting the length when creating the dataset was added. We chose STONESOUP of NIST for testing. STONESOUP testcase was created by injecting software weakness into a particular base program, and we could achieve our goal of Evaluation 2 using these cases. We got example codes of STONESOUP for "CWE-121: Stack-based Buffer Overflow", which we used for training, and compiled them to ELF files. Then, the ELF files were preprocessed through each framework.
Dataset Generation
We used the testcase of "IARPA STONESOUP Phase 1-Memory Corruption for C" as the datasets for this evaluation. We selected 15 source code samples for "CWE-121: Stack-based Buffer Overflow". In the preprocessing of Instruction2vec and Word2vec, one ELF file was split into several assembly code files. This was because the maximum length of one file was fixed. Among the separate assembly code files, only the parts with vulnerabilities were labeled as "bad cases". We created 15 ELF files from STONESOUP and generated 79 datasets, which were divided into 15 bad cases and 64 good cases. Finally, they were vectorized by preprocessors and the datasets were created. Text-CNN classified these datasets. As a result, we could determine the exact location of weakness code in the ELF file.
In the preprocessing of Binary2img, we modified the code directly to balance good and bad cases to perform a fair test. We removed the annotated part of the testcase, which contained software weakness, and used it as a good case. As a result, we obtained 30 codes with a 1:1 ratio of good cases to bad cases. We compiled these codes into ELF files and visualized them at a size of 400 × 400 pixels. Then, we resized the files to 64 × 64 pixels size and used them for testing.
Result
In this evaluation, the tests with Instruction2vec datasets recorded a relatively high accuracy of 91.11%, (Table 3) . A total of 14 out of 15 weaknesses in the datasets were detected, and recall was 93.33%. The framework that used Instruction2vec could detect software weakness in actual programs. In contrast, the test results obtained from other frameworks were unsatisfactory. The accuracy of Binary2img and Word2vec was less than 53%. This showed that these two frameworks were not suitable for detecting software weakness in actual programs. 
Conclusions
We proposed a software weakness detection framework using machine learning. Our framework efficiently models assembly code using Instruction2vec and learns the features of software weakness code using Text-CNN. We showed that our framework could detect software weaknesses without patterns or rules. In addition, it showed potential for detecting software weakness in actual programs. Instruction2vec has features that can be used in other neural net models. In future, we will apply the features to neural net algorithms other than CNNs. A neural net will not only understand code but also understand and learn the overall flow of a program. In addition, it will provide additional benefits if it is combined with a static analysis technique or a dynamic analysis technique.
